STU – Sludge Treatment Unit
Reduces sludge, safes fuel cost
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STU is capable and proven to convert up to 75 % of sludge into burnable fuel. It turns asphaltene clusters into burnable fuel of approx. 5 µm droplet size, prevents clogging effect on filters.
Uniform and fine spray pattern during injection results in more complete combustion, resulting
in reduced exhaust gas emissions.

Features
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nnSludge treatment on board
nnTurns sludge into burnable fuel
nnIncreases the amount of burnable fuel
nnAvoids excessive fuel oil sludge

Benefits

nnDirect saving potential for fuel costs
nnReduces/eleminates disposal costs
nnReduces fees for discharging
sludge ashore
nnSatisfies IOPP Certificate requirements

Components Homogenizer
with Feed Pump

The Homogenizer operates on the principles of mechanical shearing and ultrasonic forces. It utilizes a
special conical shaped milling gear, to generate high
hydrodynamic power consisting of shearing, friction
and acceleration forces with pressure waves of high
frequency. The high molecular asphaltenes are reduced in their size to below 5 μm and homogenized into
the heavy fuel oil.

Homogenizer

Asphaltenes formed
into cotton like
strands in residual oil

Certificates – IOPP –
Registration Procedure

Asphaltenes are
sheared back to
approx. 5 µm into a
homogeneous blend

1. The registration will be carried out by an official
class surveyor during regular survey or upon
special request on board the vessel.
2. required documents:
nnworkshop test certificate by
AQUAMETRO MARINE & OIL
nnclass certificate
(single test certificate or type approval)
nnIOPP certificate

Your economical benefit with Aquametro’s STU – Homogenizer

The investment pays for itself within a short period of time, sometimes within just a few months, depending on
size of engine and type of technical application:
Less sludge saves disposal fee:

+

Savings on bunker fuel:

approx. $110/t

=

Total savings on not produced sludge:

approx. $270/t
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approx. $160/t

